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24.02.07 
The struggle with – or as – the Ego 

 
You cannot help your own ego. That is: you’re not responsible for the existence of it, 

nor for your individual or apparently unique structure of it, for the special composition of Ego 
that took on ‘your’ form. See, Beyond Ego, this. Bow for this. Acknowledge this Totally. And 
Fall into Truth.  

No, you have never created your own ego, have you? This is the Simplest ‘Logic’ or 
Knowledge or Truth Beyond logic. And if you haven’t created your ego, you cannot 
overcome it either. That’s obvious. 

And if you didn’t create it, your ego isn’t yours in fact, right? Right. You don’t have an 
ego, a personal ego. There exists just an Impersonal Egoic Force, which, if you unconsciously 
cling to this Force – Conscious clinging is not Possible – makes the illusory, deluding sense 
of ‘I’ come into existence. 

Ultimately, basically, if you’d go all the way back, this Egoic Force is connected with 
the fact that out of the Formless forms appear, come into existence – although they always 
exist(ed) together, always ‘Live(d)’ Simultaneously. When energy (form) clings together, 
becomes denser, more solid, it can eventually even look like what is called matter. And now 
there seems to be a distinction between the Formless and the form, a Duality. The Formless 
however is still There, in and as the form that seems to have separated ‘itself’ into an 
individual existence, apparently only still being in relation to other energies, other forms, not 
Being One with or the Same as the ‘others’ any more. This illusory (and for the greater part 
unconscious) belief in the separate reality of form, in the existence of the Formless and the 
Form as two distinct magnitudes or worlds, is what is called ego in a human being. The ego 
that took on human form lets itself, in this unconsciousness about the Whole One Reality, be 
more and more reduced to (a) form – and as supposed form supposedly separate from other 
human and non-human forms it relates to these other forms. The ‘humanized’ ego does not 
Live nor See as the Whole. It is interested in forms for they are – or seem to be – its (only) 
world. Forms necessarily have to fight other forms – and this happens often and even usually 
secretly – since their interest (which is ultimately, stripped of all fuss and swank, always 
related to their survival) as form (which seems to be the only reality) is at stake. 

A special – opposite and spiritual – form of Ego (and rather rare) is the Egoic Force that 
makes a human being believe (or Realize) that there is only the Formless and that all forms 
are just illusions. Although theoretically this seems not far from the Truth, usually and 
unconsciously this form of Ego identifies exclusively with the Formless and not with the 
form, or: it identifies with the truth and not with the lie. This seems reasonable and true and 
it’s not easy to See through the Lie of this, of this separation between Formless and Form, of 
the Separating Splitting Egoic Force now choosing and identifying (totally) with the One side 
of the coin, with the Formless. The Ultimate Truth is the Oneness of Truth and Lie (or 
Illusion), of Formless and Form, or: of Oneness and Duality. 

Since one cannot See the Lie in oneself, one cannot See and Live as the Ultimate One 
Truth. This is necessarily a paradox, for if the Lie, the basics or grounds of the Lie, is Seen, 
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not resisted any more as being present, being an Integral Part of the Whole Truth too, there is 
no lie any more; the Whole is Being Lived, Impersonally Lived.1 

It’s not superfluous to note that this second and apparently rarer form of Ego is also, 
simultaneously, present in everyone, but underground, not at the surface. To both forms of 
Ego it applies anyway that the people identifying with either side of it are not so all-mighty to 
be able to create the Ego by themselves. All exists already, all Forces of the Universe are 
There, Already. That one associates and identifies with certain Forces more than with Others 
(which one ‘cannot help’ at all either) doesn’t mean that, suddenly, out of the blue, one would 
have created them (or parts of them) oneself. This is all, again, Egoic Illusion, not Embedded 
in (the Whole) Reality. It is a celebration of (the illusion of) self, of ego, it is megalomania. 
The Humble one Lives All and all. He hasn’t done any thing himself. He Consciously Feels, 
Lives, the Inherently Painful Fight of Ego and Truth in his ‘own’ Body, the Fight of the Form 
and the Formless, the Form always Wanting to Return in the Formless and at the Same Time 
Resisting This. 

For the Development of Consciousness in the world it would not be bad, to say the 
least, if the whole (or even already a little) cramp around and judgement on Ego was Seen 
(through) – after all this time. Without this Open-Hearted Egoless Seeing of Ego this 
Development goes very very slow, is not even visible, not feelable – in fact, it doesn’t seem to 
proceed at all then, for Development of Consciousness is the Seeing of Ego, of pieces of 
Consciousness considering themselves separate forms.2 Now one can ask oneself, who or 
what is waiting for this Development of Consciousness. But whatever the answer may be, the 
resistance of Ego to being Seen is a fact. 

Let’s all – in return, out of gratitude for screwing up our lives – start to tease little Ego a 
bit, just by Seeing it, again and again. It can’t stand this, the poor swanker. It likes to be 
judged, not to be Seen. It only gets (more) energy from being judged. Yes, some revenge now 
and then can feel so good… 
 

                                                
1 So, what is, in practice, Actually Being Lived in the State of Oneness of Formless and Form is the Constant 

Bringing or Surrendering of Lie into Truth, not secretly dissociating from the Lie (or: Illusion of Form) but 
Bodily Living it and Constantly Surrendering Form into the Formless Heart. 

2 In practice, however, this Development of Consciousness cannot be (totally) stopped, It cannot not go on – 
even if the noticeable bigger or deeper Development of It happens by leaps. 


